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As a collection professional, are you meeting your goals and 
getting the bulls-eye?

According to John Macko, executive vice president, prin-
cipal and co-founder of Vision Financial Corp in White Plains, 
NY, there are many parallels between success in the collection 
industry and bowhunting – his sport of choice.

“Foremost are patience and perseverance; without them, 
success is impossible in both cases,” he says. “Other connec-
tions include the need for focus and discipline. As an agency 
– or bowhunter – you must listen more than anything else and 
remain alert to any changes in the industry or your environ-

ment. Things can be very slow for long periods of time and just 
as quickly, change on a dime.”

Macko says a sudden change in wind direction can ruin your 
hunt as quickly as an agency willing to take a loss to get a cli-
ent.

“Collectors are governed by state and FDCPA laws, while 
bowhunters also must abide by game laws. Both also require 
additional ethics, not always enforceable, but just as important. 
Knowing your audience or quarry is also crucial. You must 
understand goals, and whether they are attainable or realistic 
in your industry or target markets, in your timeframe, or in the 
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area you are hunting. These all mark the successful agency and 
bowhunter. 

In either case, the game is won with ingenuity and smarts. 
To find out the current state of commercial collection, along 
with learning a bit of background about three agencies, we sat 
down with Macko and two other collectors: Richard G. Doane, 
president/CEO of Sunrise Credit Services, Inc., in Farming-
dale, NY; and John J. McNamara, president and CEO of Fidelis 
Recovery Solutions, Inc., in Marietta, Ga. Doane and McNa-
mara were each recipients of the magazine’s honor for the 50 
Top Collection Professionals in 2006.

Collection Advisor: Tell me what you do for your company and a bit 
more about your organization.

Richard Doane: I am president and CEO for the Sunrise Fam-
ily of Companies, made up of Sunrise Credit Services, Inc. 
(SCS); NetTel USA, Inc. (NetTel); and Sunrise Capital Man-
agement, Inc. (Suncap). SCS is our traditional third-party 
debt collection company, while NetTel is a call center and 
customer care firm with an emphasis on U.S. based agents as 
opposed to off shoring. Finally, Suncap is our debt purchasing 
and soon-to-be leasing company.

I oversee the direction and operations of all three firms, 
along with a very strong management team where each person 
has an average of more than 15 years’ experience with Sun-
rise. The debt collection company, SCS, has a consumer-to-
commercial split of about 70:30, with 30 percent dedicated 
to commercial collections. SCS employs roughly 500 trained 
professionals.

John Macko: Vision Financial Corp is a hybrid finance company 
with a primary focus in collection of delinquent and bad debt 
in three primary industries: healthcare, consumer and com-
mercial. I am responsible for all aspects of the company; how-
ever, I currently have minimal direct involvement in the call 
center operation.

My primary roles include sales and marketing, client sup-
port, strategic partnerships, and process development and 
improvement. About 25 percent of our business is purely com-
mercial. However, we have several clients that do not separate 
their commercial accounts from consumer accounts, so our 
commercial business is likely closer to 40 percent. We have 75 
employees, but our projection is double that before year-end.

John McNamara: Along with Bret Crandall, I founded Fidelis in 
July 2006. My role is primarily to keep clients happy through 
communication, service, and above all else, liquidation perfor-
mance. Bret and I developed some simple, yet highly effective 
processes to allow our collectors to touch more accounts in 
a meaningful manner each day. Collections is literally a per-
centage game. You have to make as many of the “next smartest 
attempts” on as many accounts as possible.

Fidelis started with four collectors, is at 14 now and will be 

at almost 30 by April 2007. About 15 percent of our accounts 
are commercial.

Collection Advisor: How did you come about either starting your own 
business or being where you are today?

Richard Doane: I am your prototypical second generation bill col-
lector. SCS was started by my parents in 1974. I was 12 at the 
time and still vividly remember, back in the early days, filing 
work cards while sitting on milk crates.

John Macko: When I started my career with Dun and Brad-
street’s Reuben H. Donnelley, an advertising division servic-
ing the NYNEX (now Verizon) Yellow Page industry, part of 
my function was selling advertising space to businesses. The 
more interesting components of this position were the keying, 
monitoring, and determining of sales created from the ads to 
determine the accurate ROI for each client.

With that, I began to enjoy the statistical side of the business 
as much as sales; the better my understanding of the numbers 
and the operational aspects of the business, the greater suc-
cess I achieved. 

In 1992, I received a call from a recruiter who presented me 
with an opportunity to sell the services of a growing “receiv-
ables management” company or what we think of as a “collec-
tion agency.” I had great skepticism and little support for my 
decision, but with the opportunity to report directly to the 
owner, a promise of potential equity and unlimited income, I 
took that risk and spent the next 12 years growing sales and 
improving operations. My role gave me exposure to every area 
of the company, essential experience and a keen understand-
ing of what we did well verses what needed changing. From 
improving performance, enhancing service levels and increas-
ing operating efficiencies, it was an invaluable experience. 
Unfortunately, the promise of equity never materialized and 
the vision of the company no longer supported my abilities or 
experience.

As a result, I sought an opportunity in a vertical industry 
that would facilitate my expertise in collection, and allow me 
professional and personal growth. I met my partner and co-
founder Stewart Dauman several years ago, and after getting 
to know him, I determined that his “Wall Street” experience 
not only complemented my experience, but his tremendous 
financial success also allowed the means necessary for quick 
growth. The hiring of a former president of a successful com-
mercial agency, John Woodward, accelerated the commer-
cial division and played an instrumental part in where we are 
today. It seemed like a great fit three years ago, and today we 
are one of the fastest growing collection agencies in the United 
States. 

John McNamara: Starting my own agency is the biggest profes-
sional leap of faith I’ve ever made. I thought about doing this 
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for years, but never quite had the intes-
tinal fortitude to jump in. My “road to 
Damascus” moment occurred at 3:50 
a.m. on May 3, 2006. At the time, I was 
chief operating officer for Asset Man-
agement Outsourcing, a really great 
company with a great management 
team. However, it occurred to me that 
if I were going to wake up in the wee 
hours of the morning with my mind 
racing about how to make the company 
better, I wanted to own a much bigger 
piece of the pie. I committed to Fidelis 
the very next morning.

I used to tell my direct reports that 
my value to the organization was that 
I’ve made every mistake you can imag-
ine and learned from it. The same goes 
for starting a new agency. If any of your 
readers are thinking about it, please call 
me. I can tell you what to do, and more 
importantly, what not to do.

Collection Advisor: What do you think is the 
current state of commercial collections? 
Is it on the upswing, about the same or 
down?

Richard Doane: We have seen strong 
results in our commercial collections 
throughout 2006 and are hoping to see 
that segment remain strong in 2007. 
As for why we saw such strong results, 
I think it was a matter of timing with 
regard to some new clients we brought 
on board and the overall collectabil-
ity of those accounts. We have focused 
some of our sales efforts on regional 
business and that has had some strong 
early results.

John Macko: Commercial clients are 
becoming more sophisticated and 
demanding every day in how they man-
age us – their agencies. The trend is 
toward having fewer agencies and con-
ducting more audits of the agencies’ 
performance. The keen competition has 
caused a significant decrease in rates as 
well.

Overall, our business is about the 
same. However, the concept of com-

mercial debt buying is a recent phenom-
enon that needs to be closely watched 
because it will continue to increase, 
dramatically changing the landscape 
of commercial collection with regard 
to what companies place, when and 
with whom they place, and the rates 
being charged and their expectations. 

Agencies are finding that they can-
not be “generalists” that successfully 
handle consumer and commercial. I 
believe there will be a continued trend 
toward “boutique” agencies specializing 
in only commercial and/or only in cer-
tain industry verticals.

John McNamara: Commercial collections 
is at a critical juncture. Rate compres-
sion on consumer business has been 
hammering traditional agencies for 
years and record high consumer port-
folio prices have debt buyers searching 
for new frontiers. Commercial accounts 
are increasingly being targeted by agen-
cies looking for higher unit yield cus-
tomers. Although the lack of personal 
guarantors and the highly fragmented 
commercial market may make it tough 
going for debt buyers, they have to 
increasingly take a hard look at com-
mercial debt. 

For those agencies composed heavily 
of commercial debt, competition will be 
heating up greatly. With higher compe-

tition, they will need to load up on tech-
nology and re-evaluate their vendors. I 
suggest they start now, because the gold 
rush is on. 

Commercial credit managers are going 
to have more and better choices for 
agency partners, and they should start 
exploring now. Any company, regard-
less of size committed to incremental 
improvement, will eventually find the 
collection and recovery guys/accounts 
down in the basement, demanding more 
dollars by using fewer resources. There 
is no reason that the same pattern that 
repeated itself first with the banks, sec-
ond with telcos and third with utilities 
should not repeat itself with commer-
cial firms of all sizes.  

Collection Advisor: What kinds of collection 
technology are you using in your business?

Richard Doane: Our collection software is 
Columbia Ultimate. We have support-
ed the CUBS system with our inter-
nal IT department for the last eight to 
nine years. This allowed us some flex-
ibility and creativity that I’m not sure 
we would have had if we “stayed the 
course.”

Our skip tracing efforts include all of 
the major brands out there. In 2006 we 
made a conscious effort to work with 
Experian and the results have been very 
impressive. About two years ago, they 
made a collection division after long 
being out of our industry; their efforts 
in customer service have helped us a 
great deal. Sunrise and NetTel both use 
the Magellan dialer from what is now 
Aspect. The IVR that both firms use 
comes from “e-Complish” out of New 
Market, Md.

John Macko: We use a SQL database that 
it is a combination of proprietary and 
AdvantEdge from Accelerated Data 
Systems. We developed several pro-
prietary applications because I believe 
that in order to provide our clients 
with the results they demanded and the 
flexibility necessary to service multiple 
industries, we needed to customize the 
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Director of Operations
General Revenue Corporation, a subsidiary of the Sallie Mae Corporation, provides premier 
collection services for the education, government, utility, automotive, telecommunication, 
retail and shipping industries. With 25 years of experience, we embrace the Clients First
philosophy and help customers to improve fi nancial performance while ensuring positive 
relationships.

The Director of Operations is responsible for overseeing the profi table functioning of a 
specifi c branch/division within the corporation. Responsibilities for overall branch/de-
partment management include oversight of day-to-day collection operations, strategic 
planning, P & L monitoring, corporate compliance and frequent client communications. 
This position will report to the Chief Operating Offi cer.

Successful candidates will have experience in health care and student loan collec-
tions, a Bachelor’s Degree or equivalent experience, 4 or more years of senior collection 
management experience and 2 or more years of third party collections experience 
required. The right candidate must be able to relocate. Excellent interpersonal skills, 
including verbal/written communication skills, and computer profi ciency required. 
Substantial earnings potential – $60K-$80K base (commensurate with experience), 
plus lucrative incentive compensation plan.

Apply on-line at www.generalrevenue.com using location ZZ-Other, division ALL and 
all posting dates.

GRC promotes a drug-free workplace. EOE M/F/V/D

www.generalrevenue.com

software and some of its functionality.  
Our predictive dialer partner and 

inbound IVR is TouchStar, and we 
are testing some specialized campaigns 
with SoundBite Communications.

We purchased AdvantEdge because 
of its flexibility and Accelerated’s will-
ingness to listen to improvement sug-
gestions. They were large in scale to 
support us, yet small enough to provide 
the level of service we required. 

John McNamara: Fidelis is built on Glob-
al Software’s Latitude collection sys-
tem. In my mind, it’s the best off the 
shelf product out there, bar none. The 
learning curve is short and intuitive. 
Commercial clients typically like lots 
of reports. Latitude allows me to cre-
ate any report in any format you can 
imagine. It also has tools that allow 
me to append scores and skip tracing 
information, query them, and build 
collector queues based on that informa-
tion. I also selected Latitude because 
it requires little or no highly expensive 
IT staff. 

For similar reasons, we selected Dial 
Connection’s DPTS Enterprise Call 
Center Software, a bundled package 
that provides IVR, virtual campaigns 
and  agent recording. Odd but true, a 
hosted IVR from GlobalConnect actu-
ally works pretty well on commercial 
accounts. To me that was not intuitive, 
but we ran it and it worked. For com-
mercial skip tracing, we like Accurint/
LexisNexis.

I also continue to be amazed by 
Google.com. It’s hard to own a business 
and not have the principals’ names or 
the firm name out in front. It’s gotten 
to the point that entering the discon-
nected phone number for a firm with 
quotations around it can lead you right 
to the debtor.
 

Collection Advisor: Although the FDCPA 
does not govern commercial collections, 
to what extent do you think commercial 
agencies adopt FDCPA protocols these 
days?

Richard Doane: It has always been the 
practice of SCS to follow the FDCPA 
(where applicable) when collecting 
commercial accounts. We have always 
looked at the FDCPA as saying, “treat 
people with respect the way you would 

wish to be treated.” I don’t believe that 
you collect more money by berating or 
attacking people; in commercial collec-
tions, it is often the case that the more 
professional you are, the more respon-
sive the employees for the debtor will 
be toward you.

John Macko: More and more agencies 
will feel compelled to adhere to the 
FDCPA – this is due to commercial 
clients requiring compliance, but the 
concept also is used as a prudent sales 
tool to differentiate themselves from 
the competition. As a hybrid company 
performing consumer and commercial 
collections, we ensure our collectors 
are properly trained in all facets of the 
FDCPA. This is important to our cli-
ents and of paramount importance to 
us to reduce our risk.

John McNamara: Some states already man-
date that commercial debtors receive 
the same protections as consumers. For 
the most part, Fidelis treats commercial 
accounts with courtesy and profession-
alism. Let’s face it, a going concern has 
to have access to cash and the issuance 
of credit by its key suppliers. No one is 

more motivated to pay than a commer-
cial business. A consumer can go south 
on every card and file bankruptcy, but 
the consumer doesn’t stop breathing as 
a result. A firm that loses access to cash 
and credit has to pay. It’s all a matter of 
follow up and prioritization.

Collection Advisor: Do you think Congress 
will ever extend the FDCPA to govern 
commercial collectors? What do you pre-
dict?

Richard Doane: I don’t believe so, I just 
don’t see the need for it and rarely do 
you see or hear of “horror” stories rela-
tive to the way an agency has handled 
a commercial account. That’s not to 
say that these accounts are easy to col-
lect, or that there are no hard feelings 
between the client and debtor company, 
but that is exactly why we are called 
in to help. We often serve as the “arbi-
ter” between the two, which brings me 
back to my point that professionalism 
is going to get a lot more response than 
“breaking a commercial FDCPA.”

John Macko: An intensified scrutiny pre-
Hitting Your Targets, cont’d on page 30
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vails in the current business environ-
ment due to recent events, such as the 
demise of Enron and WorldCom. With 
the advent of Sarbanes-Oxley and simi-
lar auditing requirements, there will be 
a need for more governance and stricter 
compliance in the commercial agency 
world. 

John McNamara: Great question – and one 
that worries me. I am concerned that 
as commercial accounts become more 
and more attractive to less knowledge-
able/disciplined operators, abuses could 
occur. Is there a danger of backlash leg-
islation? Absolutely. I see it occurring at 
the state level, because there is already a 
precedent. 

There is a danger for a federal FDCPA 
for commercial accounts, but I don’t 
see it happening for one important rea-
son. Back in the mid-1970s, no con-

sumer stood up and said, “I don’t need 
the protection.” Such legislation would 

Hitting Your Targets, cont’d from page 23 be trouble for most businesses. These 
small companies cannot exist with-
out ready access to cash and credit. 
They’re already risky. Adding a com-
mercial FDCPA would dry up signifi-
cant amounts of cash. I just can’t see 
small business owners rallying behind 
such protection. 

Collection Advisor: What constitutes the real 
heart of a successful collection agency or 
business?

Richard Doane: The real heart of a suc-
cessful collection agency or business 
involves the trained professionals we 
employ. From the persons who answer 
the phones, to the people who deal 
with all the internal paperwork, to the 
actual bill collectors, we all owe a great 
deal to all of them.   Without any of 
these hardworking men and women, 
we would not have been in business for 
more than 30 years!

John Macko: Successful is a subjective 
word. In the collection agency world, 
it can be applied in three major ways: 
Successful for our clients, successful for 
our profitability, and successful in the 
happiness and opportunities afforded 
to our employees. Although not mutu-
ally exclusive, they do need to be treated 
independently and consistently man-
aged to ensure true success.
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There Will be a Continued Trend Toward “Boutique” 
Agencies Specializing in Commercial Collections
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